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1.Sending criminal to pension or give education or job training

methods instead. What is you extent? 2. The new media have

influence for our life and that this is negative development. Do you

agree or disagree. 3. Memorization of information by frequency

repetition (rote learning) plays a role in education system to what

extend do you agree or disagree. 4.Increasing the price of petrol is

the best way to solve traffic and pollution. What extend do you agree

or disagree? What other measures do you think more effective? 5.

Scientific research should be carried out and controlled by

government rather than private companies 6. Advertising is

discouraging us from different individuals and makes everyone to be

and to look the same. Agree or disagree? 7.Modern lifestyles mean

that many parents have little time for their children. Many children

suffer because they do not get as much atten tion from their parents

as children did in the past. To what extent do you agree or disagree?

8.In many countries television shows many foreign-made

programmes. The dominance of imported entertainment is harmful

to the cultures of these countries. To what extent do you agree or

disagree? 9.People nowadays work hard to buy more things. This has

made our lives generally more comfortable but many traditional

values and customs have been lost and this is a pity. To what extent

do you agree or disagree? 10 Many people think the main purpose of



public libraries is to provide books and it is the waste of resources

and space to provide expensive hi-tech media such as computer

software, DVD and Video. To what extent do you agree or disagree

with this opinion? 11 Some people say that the increasing business

and culture contract between countries has the positive effect, others

say it would loss the countries identities, agree or disagree。 12. Air

transport is increasingly used to export types of fruits and vegetables

to countries where those plants can’t grow or out of season. Some

say it is a good thing, but others consider this use of air transport can

’t be justified. Discuss both views and give your own opinion.

13.Schools should teach children the academic subjects which will be

beneficial in their future career, so other subjects like music and

sports are not important. To what extent do you agree or disagree

with this opinion? 14.Parents and teachers make many rules for

children to encourage good behavior and to protect them from

danger. However, children would benefit from fewer rules and

greater freedom. To what extent do you agree or disagree. 15.Sports

and entertainment personalities have higher value than professional

workers like doctor, nurse and teacher in some society, why this

happened in some society and do you think it is good or bad
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